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Study these pictures carefully and

you'll notice that with all its advantages
Moore's is the simplest pen made. Its

efficiency is based upon simplicity. It has

very few. parts with no joints to wear out
or get out of order.

A Moore's needs very little attention.
You remove the cap to use it or to fill it.

Otherwise you don't need to think of it.

The first drawing shows the simple-ye- t

effectual construction thai makes the 4

Moore non:leakable. Its success is proven
by the fact that all Moore pens are filled
at the factory and shipped to all parts of

the world without leaking a drop.
The points featured at the left are ex-

clusive with Moore's. Each is a selling
factor in itself, but it's the combined

strength of these which give Moore's first

place among fountain pens. You can rely'
upon it to carry satisfaction wherever it

goes.
Are you supplying the demand for

this pen in your town or city?
FOR SALE BY DEALERS EVERYWHERE

AMERICAN FOUNTAIN PEN COMPANY

ADAMS, CUSHING & FOSTER, Selling Agents,

CAP CAN'T COME OFF un-

til you unscrew it.' Inside the

cap is a cone that screws into
the end of the barrel, making
an airtight closure. ' This makes
it non-leakab'l- e.

"

$2.50 and up
TO FILL, JUST REMOVE

CAP, then drop in the ink
that's the whole story. It's as

simple as filling a bottle. No

unscrewing of inky sections or

staining the fingers.

$2.50 and up
PEN ALWAYS MOIST and

ready to write without shak-

ing. When not in use, the pen-poi- nt

lies submerged in ink so

is always well inked and ready
to use.

$2.50 and up
FREE AND EVEN FLOW

day after day. The pen is

ready to use as soon as it
emerges from the ink reservoir.
No shaking needed. Writes

freely until the ink gives out.

$2.50 and up
PEN-POIN- T SUBMERGED

IN INK when not in use; the
pen-poi- nt is simply pulled .

down into the ink reservoir
and remains there submerged

Plenty more where these came from.

youngsters; the ladles enjoyed evern min-

ute of the outing. Mr. Robert D. Patter-
son of St. Louis also went along.

STATIONERS SEE BIG SHOW
- AT THE ROME GARDEN

Rom Garden had , very attract! vs
program for the visitors Tuesday evening,

gate at the convention, for Omaha enter
tains with' vim and energy.

The affair was quite Informal, which
facilitated enjoyment, and had the effect
of Influencing some to prolong what was
an enjoyable evening.;

Last ' Word 'oa Shoea.
' The boot of the moment Is of black

patent leather with white glace uppers;

for which white' sueae may be substi-

tuted, and it Is really very smart, al-

though already It suffers from the mis-

fortune of being Imitated by the cheaper
shops. .', , i. .. ,. '..

August M. Clever vaudeville and moving
pictures of an Instructive and amusing
character were thrown on the screen, and
were much enjoyed. All had the holiday
habit, and the spirit of boost that ani-

mates the citizens of Omaha has already
spread to the large membership of dele

Visit in Women oa At Toor.
Under the guidance of Mr. Rome Miller,

the ladles of the convention were given
an 'automobile ride out to the Omaha
Field club.' It was children's day, and
among a troop of 100 'of more, of the

: National Stationers Meeting This Week )
168 Devonshire St. Boston.in-in- until it is used again.'
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li ichards Bndeic Tags Are the Best
I

Every removable. tag made, except the Richards, is not only difficult to put on, but is easily displaced.

That's because their jaws are held together, 'under pressure, by a, rivet. The outer ends press tightly together

AND THAT'S THE ONLY PLACE THEY GRIP THE PAPER.
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Has a hinge in the middle. It is easy to put in place, because the jaws open freely when the wedge is out. The

paper is slipped clear! into the binge. Replace the wedge. The tag is locked on it is "biting" on its back

teeth, just as a bull dog grips a rope when he wants to hold on tightly. The whole inner half grips the paper.

That's the reason the Richards Tag cannot be displaced. . ;

The Richards Tag locks onto the thinnest tissue paper or the heaviest ledger leaf with equal firmness. It

can be" put on in a moment and removed instantly. There is no danger of tearing leaves. The jaws swing per-

fectly free when the wedge is out. Thre Richards Tag is made of steel and is indestructible. Saves hours

. of time for the bookkeeper every week. A.S? ' -
,
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We will send tags to any responsible firm on trial to be returned if not found profitable. We prepay trans-

portation. A postal will bring you a catalogue and samples. We carry a complete line of all sizes and styles.

Ask your stationer for the Richards lock tag TODAY; and drop us a postal for samples and catalogue.

John O. Richards, Pres.: antf Mgr. Ouy C. mcKenzie, Sec.
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